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WaveJet Introduces Kayak Model in Personal
Propulsion System
Tyler Collins August 05, 2014

WaveJet is the creator of one of the world's finest personal water propulsion
systems, originally featured on surfboards and stand-up paddleboards. Now,
WaveJet branches out with its new kayak version, featuring the same Power Pod.

(Newswire.net -- August 5, 2014) Santee, CA -- WaveJet has become synonymous with
personal propulsion watercraft in the form of standup paddleboards, short boards, long
boards, body boards and custom boards. Now, the company has branched into kayak
models that use the same personal propulsion system as the motorized surfboard and

SUP models.

 

Sporting and fishing enthusiasts looking for a jet powered surfboard will find that this company offers the best powered
SUP or stand-up paddleboard available. Now, the company that created the personal propulsion system known as the
Power Pod, with 20 pounds of thrust, is offering the same technology that powers its electric SUPs in the form of a
kayak.

 

The WaveJet Kayak is great for longer trips with its quiet, touch-of-a-button propulsion system at the ready. Developed
with the input of Coastal Kayaks, this model will navigate shallow waters and is short enough for children to handle.
The 29-inch wide outline provides stability, and the kayak also features tandem seats for up to two passengers.

 

The Power Pod was developed to provide quiet, powerful propulsion for any type of board. The Power Pod is
interchangeable on any WaveJet product and features simple charging from a standard outlet. The Power Pod can be
charged in three to four hours and lasts for up to 60 minutes continuously, which translates to hours with normal use.

 

The new kayak is the latest addition to this family of fishing SUPs and short board models for surfers, fishing and
sports enthusiasts of all types. For more information, see https://store.wavejet.com/systems/wavejet-sit-on-top-kayak-
system. For information on other WaveJet products, see http://www.wavejet.com/.

 

About WaveJet: WaveJet produces surfboards, stand-up paddleboards and other watercraft with the unique Power Pod
propulsion system that allows users to travel through water with a minimum of effort. This personal propulsion system
is interchangeable with all WaveJet products.
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